
Town of Marlboro Conservation Commission Meeting
Tuesday, September 5, 2023, 6:00 - 7:05 pm

Draft Minutes
CC Members: Hannah Brookman, Lindy Corman (Chair), Eva Grimaldi (co-chair) by zoom, Hunter
Jack (Secretary) by zoom

6:09pm: called to order by Chair

6:15pm: August’s Minutes Unanimously Approved

6:20pm Identify Any Changes to the Agenda: None

Scheduled Business

● The main thrust of this meeting was to discuss and delegate tasks relevant to
preparation for the Marlboro Fair. Eva will print out a town road map and collect names
of volunteers to participate in the Ash Tree Inventory. Eva will photocopy relevant Ash
Borer info/faq sheets for table at fair. Eva will scan copies of info/faq sheets and send to
Nick to put on the CC website. Hannah will make a sign or banner or activity for the
table and will print copies of the as-yet-unpublished invasive species article. Eva and
Hannah will also each bring a folding table. Lindy will bring a clipboard to help enlist and
record names of prospective new CC members. Everyone will bring chairs.

● There was a brief discussion related to recent correspondence with the Energy
Committee surrounding their October 28th Energy Fair and the overlapping interests of
the 2 committees in town solar arrays. As the Town intends to emphasize renewable
energy projects, what do we think? CC members initiated conversation about its role at
the Energy Fair – to be present and to have literature on pros/cons of solar fields.
Everyone will initiate research into solar fields. Is there a solar expert to have at a CC
meeting? What questions would be relevant?

New Business

● Odds-and-ends at the end of the meeting: Lindy will email Nick an inquiry about petty
cash for CC for printing needs, etc. Brief discussion about next steps re: beaver deceiver
field trip. Lindy will have a conversation with SB re: beaver deceivers and Lindy will
compose an email regarding the scheduling of the beaver deceiver field trip. Lindy will
get 2 hard copies of the Town Plan. Eva will coordinate with Lucia about Facebook page
log-in info and give said info to Hannah asap. Eva will email Nick re: exit of Emily and
Lucia from CC. Brief discussion about attending county-wide CC gathering in
Dummerston.

Meeting adjourned 7:05pm.




